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2nd Agenda Item for March Program Committee Meeting 
kathleen hallinan [ ] 
Sent:Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:54 PM 
To: Lazar, Howard; Krell, Rebekah; DeCaigny, Tom 
Cc: Licouris, Alyssa; Bill and Bob Clark 

Dear Howard: SFSA Program 
Rebekah Krell, Deputy Director CFO, Tom DeCaigney Director Cultural Affairs 

Cc: Alyssa Licouris, SFSA Program 
Clark Bros 

Dear Howard : 

For a 2nd Agenda item I would like to submit for the commisisoner's review the item whereby - on Beach Street 
where the street artists park- on any given day and most specifically on weekends - whereas there are 
approximatley 17- 18 parking spaces- the majority are taken up by street artists - and the majority of these are 
"disability placards"- whereby the City receives no revenue from these meters and the cars never leave their 
spaces- thus other revenue and other cars not of the street artists disability placard cars or vans are not given a 
chance to come and go and pay revenue to the City through the parking meters. 

This has always been a source of contention with the merchants since the beginning of time- however now with 
the majority of street artist vans - cars, SUV's displaying "disability placards" on Beach street-- there is no income 
coming and going in those spaces and the artists' cars never leave the entire day. 

This was a complaint addressed to me at the Fishermans Wharf Community Business District- in January
regarding the large number of "disability placards" hung in street artists cars while vending - with no income 
coming into the meters nor movement of any vehicles while they are parked there. 

It is hard to tell whether someone is or why someone has a disability palcard. I have a very good friend who is 
paraplegic and he quite often cannot find a parking space for his disablity van- but given one of the longest 
standing complaints over the years was that the artists fed the meters and keep their vehicles in one space 
without moving them. Now we have an almost 75% street artists spaces with disabled placards in parking spaces 
all day long. 

Can we get the artists to agree to move their vehicles when parking and selling in street artists spaces so as to 
keep the income coming into the City for their meters which they are entitled to- even when they have disabled 
placards? 

Thank you 

Kathy Hallinan 


